
ABC Storytime @ Cranberry Public Library
Apple Storytime

Hello Song:

Clap everybody and say hello, say hello, say hello
Clap everybody and say hello
No matter what the weather

Jump everybody and say hello, say hello, say hello
Jump everybody and say hello
No matter what the weather

Wiggte everybody and say hello, say hello, say hello
Wiggle everybody and say hello

No matter what the weatherr

" 'Wave everybody and say hello, say hello, say hello
Wave everybody and say hello

No matter what the weather
/*

Hello Rhyme:

Stretch as tall as a tree
Wide as a house
Skinny as a pole

And small as a mouse

A is for alligator - chomp, chomp, chomp
B is for ball - bounce, bounce, bounce

C is for circle - turn round, round, round
D is for flizzy, and we all sit down

Book:

Apple Farmer Annie by Monica Wellington

-



Felt Activity:

A-P-P-L-E (sung to the tune of B-I-N-G-O)

There is a fruit that's good to eat
and APPLE is its name-o

A.P-P-L-E, A.P.P.L.E, A-P-P-L-E
and APPLE was its name-o.

' Song/Rhyme:

10 red apples grow on a tree
(hold up both hands, fingers spread wide)

5 for you, 5 for me
(one hand forward, one hand towards yoursplf)

l'

Let's shake this tree, together, like so
(wiggle in place)

And the 10 red apples will fall below. /
(drop your hands)

l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, l0l
(count your fingers)

Book:

Ned's New Home by Kevin Tseng

Felt SonglRhyme:
.d

Way up high in the apple tree
Five little apples smiled down at me
I shook that tree as hard as I could

Down came the apples
Mmmmm, they were good!

4,3,2,1... A11 Gone!



Song/Rhyme:

Apple Picking Song (sung to the tune of Hurryr, Hurry Drive the Firetruck)

Hurry, hurry to the farm x3
Let's all pick some apples.

Bumpity bump on the hayride x3
Let's all pick some apples.

Look now, Look now, find a tree x3
Let's all pick some apples.

Climb up, Climb up reach up high x3
Let's all pick some apples.

Plop them, plop them in the bagx3
Let's all pick some apples.

Crunchy, crunchy take a bite x3
Let's all pick some apples.

I

Scarf Song:

We Wave Our Scarves Together (sung to the tune of The Bear Went Over the

Mountain)

We wave our scarves together
We wave our scarves together
We wave our scarves together

because it's fun to do.

Wave them uP high
Wave them down low

Wave them in the middle
Because it's fun to do.

2nd Verse: We throw our scarves together



Scarf Song:

Popcorn Kernels (Sung to the tune of Frere Jacques, so sing each line twice)

Popcorn Kernels
Popcom Kernels

(wave scarves overhead)

In the pot
In the pot

(bunch scarves up in a fist)

Shake them, shake them, shake them
Shake them, shake them, shake them

(shake the "kernels" in your fist)

'Til they POP! , 
^

'Til they POP!
(Toss scarves in the air)

Scarf Song:

One Bright Scarf
a

One bright scarf waiting for the wind to blow
(hold scarf in hand)

Wiggle it high
(wiggle scarf overhead)

And Wiggle it low
(wiggle scarf by knees)

Shake it fast
(wiggle scarf quickly)

then Shake it slow
(wiggle scarf slowly)

(hrt it behind your back) Where did it go? (bring out empty hands)



Shaker Egg Song:

The Shaker Hop by Carole Peterson from Dancing Feet

Shaker Egg Song:

Shake With You!by Mr. Michael and Mr. Eric from Bouncy Blue from the
Learning Groove

, Goodbye Song:

Tickle the clouds,
Tickle your toes,

Turn around
and tickle your nose.

Reach down low, , 
^

" Reach up high!
Storytime is over

So wave goodbye.


